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Abstract  

In an era of modernization as this is now very much in the development of applications that 

make use of the computer program. One of them, namely the creation of the budget costs using e-

budgeting application. What is the e-budgeting? E-Budgeting is a financial system that is stored online 

with the aim of transparency for each party. This system is applied as documentation for the 

preparation of the budget is usually in an area. Anyone can access data budget compiled by a local 

government so hopefully can prevent attempts of embezzlement of funds. The application of e-

budgeting was chosen because it can bring cost transparency can be seen by anyone who is shown 

through the website. The results presented in this study is the use of proven e-budgeting nature of 

transparency compared with the way that still are conventional. 
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1. Introduction 

Financial information system is one of the things that are important in the production of 

financial statements [1]. Nowadays over rapid information technology came the electronic innovations 

using the utilization of technology. Discussed this time is the utilization of electronic-based financial 

information system or commonly called by E-budgeting [2]. E-budgeting is a financial system that is 

stored online with the aim of giving priority to transparency for each party [3].  

 

E-budgeting has been regulated in law 23 years 2014 about local governance. This system is 

applied as documentation drafting budgets in a region. Anyone can access the data of the budget 

drawn up so hopefully can prevent the embezzlement of funds or fraud attempts of the local 

bureaucracy [4-6]. In addition, the preparation of the budget can be made more quickly, precisely and 

accurately as well as tackling corruption through criminal misappropriation of budget [7]. 

 

E-budgeting system now began to prove a number of advantages compared to conventional 

financial documentation application [8]. Among them, Prevent corruption corruption in some areas 

sometimes can be easily disguised with process manipulation of financial data. In particular, the Fund 

may diakali registration more easily because it is still using conventional systems such as the Excel 

application, that cannot be monitored directly online[9]. So, it goes without saying if any darkening or 

inflating the funds that suddenly happens in a local government financial data. By applying e-

budgeting system, such efforts could be prevented because the data that has been input cannot be 

manipulated again and the data can be viewed publicly[10]. 

 

2. Research Method 
 The method of research is the description or plan of an activity that is arranged systematically 

scrutinized with the goal of keeping a research can be realized. On the research method using a 

SWOT analysis. 
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 According to Blocher (2007) cited from the journal Fortunately Rahardja (2019), stating a 

SWOT analysis is a systematic step that aims to identify the factors that determine your success, 

including: internal strengths and weaknesses and externally, include: opportunities and threats [11].  

 

While according to Prompt (2014) SWOT analysis is an important planning strategy to 

compare the internal factors, namely: the strengths and weaknesses and external opportunities and 

threats, that is. 

 

Formulation of a SWOT analysis based on the fact that exists between internal facts with 

external situations. Conformity of good will bear a positive impact from the company's strengths and 

minimize the weaknesses as well as opportunities and threats will happen. 

 
Table 1. Analysis SWOT 

 
 

According  table 1.  There is a SWOT analysis that identified internal and external factors 

which include Strength, Weakness , Opportunity and Threat. Then it can be inferred by researchers 

deduce the strategy SO based on a comparison between the strength and opportunity is the leader 

can control and evaluate directly and provide a faster process in the preparation of the budget . ST 

strategies applied in the comparison between the strength and threads is still be put forward in terms 

of the optimization of technical and management capabilities right from the responsible HR . WO 

strategies can be applied on the basis of a comparison between the weakness and opportunity is 

Prevent corrupt practices. WT strategies Weakness  and Threat , the possibility of negative happens 
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is Ignoring this aspect of the analysis of benefits and only include one-year budgets so that less can 

explain expenses as a result of more than one financial year. 

 

3. Results and Analysis 
 

A. Interface Main Page 
 

 
Figure 1. Interface Main Page 

 
Based on figure 1, the page shows a brief explanation regarding the Financial Budget 

information system. On this page there is a guide that contains about anything that can be done by 

the user. On the System Information is 1, i.e. the user admin. Then there is a login form. A user who 

can log on are those which have been registered in the database. To register a new user, it can be 

done by Admins. 

 
B. Interface Admin Access 

 

 
Figure 2. Interface Login Admin 

 
Based on figure 2, after login as admin, look no different from the login page, there are only 2 

additional menu, i.e. the Master and the Process and there is a menu that contains settings for the 

admin user. The specified setting is to change personal information, change your password, add new 

admin and logout. 

 

C. Interface Master Menu 
 

 
Figure 3. Master Menu 
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Then, when the master menu is clicked, 3 sub menu will appear, i.e. employees, types of 

shopping, and the Sub type of shopping. Each sub menu contains things that will be used at the time 

of the making of the budget report. 

 
D. Interface Employees Submenu 

 
Figure 4. Employees Submenu 

 
On the submenu will display data the employees, employees working in companies or offices. 

Employee data that will be displayed is Nip, full name, category, title, religion, No. The phone and the 

Operator. Then on the right side there is a choice of action. The choice of this action contains two 

options, i.e. Edit data to modify data related employees and delete Data to remove any employee 

related. In addition, on this page, the admin can search employees based on certain criteria, Export 

Excel function to download the employee data into the Excel file and Add Employee Data to add a 

new employee data. 

 

If the option to delete the Data on the Action is clicked, then a message will appear asking if 

the correct admin will delete the data. This is to prevent in case of wrong click, then no data will be 

instantly erased. 

 
E. Interface Shopping Submenu 

 

 
Figure 5. Shopping Submenu 

 
On the submenu, there is Shopping kind of list type of shopping that will be budgeted. The 

data shown is a shopping list Description and who the user input data. We can also add new 

shopping list in the Add option type of shopping. There is also a form of Search when looking for data 

based on certain criteria. Then on the right side of each list of data types of shopping, there is a form 

of action which contains the Edit Data and delete Data. True to its name, Edit the Data used to 

perform the edit data types of shopping and delete Data to remove any shopping list.  

 

Then on the submenu, there is Shopping kind of Sub list sub type of shopping. Data shown is 

a type of shopping, Sub types of shopping and who the operators are doing data input. Above the 

table list Sub types of Shopping there is a search form to search data Sub types of Shopping based 

on your keywords and Add button Sub types of shopping for adding data Sub types of new Spending. 
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On the right side of each list Sub types of Shopping there is 2 options of action, i.e. Edit Data to do 

edit on the selected data and delete to delete the selected data. 

 

In addition to the Master, on the admin login page there is a menu called Process. On the 

menu is this budget Process started based on the data in the Master menu. This menu contains 3 

submenus, Data General, the Budget, and the final report. 

 

 
F. Interface General Submenu 

 
Figure 6. General Submenu 

 
In General Submenu budget there are what is already created. The data displayed in the list 

in the form of the name of the program to be budgeted, KPA (power user budget), PPTK 

(Implementing Technical Activities Officer), Launched the budget (the amount of rupiah budget given), 

and the user who made the budget. Then, on the right side of the table there is a Button View Details 

to view the details of the budget report and when the arrow is clicked, then the button will appear 2 

other options, i.e. Edit Data to do edit the selected data and delete Data that serves to delete the 

selected data. On this page the user can also search for data with specific keywords and adding new 

budget data. 

 

 
Figure 7. Interface General Data 

 
When will add new data, it will pop up a blank form to be filled in by the user. In this form 

there is a form to Report i.e. the deadline reports the budget will be used, the name of the Program 

i.e. the name of the budget report to be made, the name of the activity is an activity that will be made 

to the budget report, the field/Section i.e. the areas where that makes this budget. On the form, the 

user PPTK KPA and don't need to do the input dropdown list is provided for employees who are 

registered in the database, so the user need not fear typo. Then Launched a budget is the amount of 

dollars budgeted for related programs as well as the Year the year the budget is made. 
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Figure 8. Budget Submenu 

 
In a Budget submenu, there is a lists all the shopping that exist in the program budget data. 

the data shown in the table is the year, Subtypes of Shopping, a description of the budget, the Total 

budget of each list, Status, and the user who did the input. The user can Edit, delete and enable or 

disable the shopping button that's located on the right side of each list of data budget. Users can also 

search for data based on keywords and adding new budget data. 

 
When going to add or edit data on a budget, then it will appear the following form:  
 

 
Figure 9. Input Data 

 
General Data on the form as well as the type and Sub type, users just need to select the data 

from the dropdown list that contains the data that you already inputted by the user before. Then here 

user can also input target of goods or services that will be budgeted and realisation until this month. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Final Report 

Then, the third sub menu i.e. the final report. There is a table of the final report of the budget. 

This table displays the data on the Program name, KPA, PPTK, years, Launched the budget and the 

user who made the report. On this page, the user can not do edit or delete, because on this page only 
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shows the final report from the budget-a budget that was made earlier. But the user can still see the 

details and download the report. The report will be downloaded in the form of Excel files. And when 

the action View Details clicked, then the user will be directed to a new page to do a print of the budget 

report details. 

4. Conclusion 
Method E-Budgeting is one example of innovation industry 4.0 which is frequently used in the 

world of Government. This method is a new method that will get rid of the old functions such as excel. 

With this e-budgeting, financial information system activities provide ease in a variety of ways, 

including the following:  

 

1. Simplify admin in making the report or details of financial costs so it can be evaluated 

as soon as possible by the leadership directly. 

2. It can be accessed anytime anywhere publicly, dengan syarat harus terkoneksi dengan 

jaringan internet. 

3. To prevent manipulation of the budget funds so that is not the case of embezzlement of 

money. 
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